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Dungeon Wars is a game for 2-4 players, where the player control groups of Heroes and Monsters in an
expanding dungeon.

Contents
• 40 Small Six sided dice, in four colours (Damage Record Dice)
• 13 Hero/9 Goblin/7 Orc/5 Troll/2 Dragon/4 Door/6 Treasure Chest Tokens
• 40 Treasure Coins
• 9 Spell Cards
• 10 Relic Cards
• 62 Event Cards
• 40 Tiles/1 Entrance Tile
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Setting Up
Follow the steps outlined below to set up the game

• Place the Entrance tile in the middle of the playing surface.
• Shuffle the remaining tiles into a draw deck.
• Determine who will go first and in order each player draws a tile and connects it to the Entrance.
• Shuffle the Event cards, Spell cards and Relic cards into their respective draw decks.
• Each player is given a Hero Token and 10 coloured damage dice.
• Each player places a Hero Token with damage dice on the entrance tile.

The game is now ready to play, the starting player goes by first followed by the player to his or her left.

Turn Sequence
Each player must complete the steps outlined below and then play passes to his or her left. Even when a
player does not have any Heroes or Monster Tokens active in the dungeon they must still take a turn and
can hope to be able to spawn a Monster or bring a Hero into the dungeon.

• Draw a Tile and connect it to any valid part of the dungeon.
• Draw A Event Card and play it immediately.
• Move one of your Monsters or Heroes.
• Attack with one of your Monsters or Heroes.



Draw a Tile
Each turn a player must draw a tile, he or she takes the top card from the tile stack and connects it to any
valid part of the already expanding dungeon.

The tiles all have at least one exit, the player chooses one of the tiles exits and must connect it to one of the
dungeons tiles so that the exits line up.

Only these two exits need to line up any others exits on other Tiles can be blocked by the new Tile if the
player so wishes with one exception, a player is not permitted to intentionally block off the entire dungeon
and must always leave somewhere with an unconnected exits for another tile to be placed. If at any time
the dungeon is blocked by a Dead End Tile, it is returned to the bottom of the stack and a new tile must be
drawn.

A few tiles have a directional arrow and these must be placed with the arrow pointing away from the
dungeons exit. When all of the tiles have been placed in the dungeon players skip this phase.
      

The Pit Tile
The Pit Tile  has a single red space and while it  does not slow movement when a
Token  moves  into  the  Tile  it  must  stop.  Any  abilities  that  give  a  Token  extra
movement  cannot  be  used  and  it  must  always  stop  in  the  Red  Space.  On  any
subsequent turns the Token is free to move from the Tile but must roll a dice to jump
over the pit. On a roll of 1-5 the token is safe and can move normally, on a roll of 6
the Token has missed its footing and has fallen to its death in the pit below (discard
the token). A Dragon never needs to roll as it can fly but must still  stop when its
moves on to the Pit Tile.

The Rubble Tile
The rubble tile blocks all movement through it and at no time can a Token be moved or placed on it.

Draw An Event Card
The Event cards are broken down into three categories, Spawn, Hero and Events. Each turn a player must
draw an Event Card and immediately play it. The player reads the cards text and follows its instructions. 

Spawn Cards – When a Spawn card is drawn the player takes the corresponding monster token of the
monster shown on the card and places it on an empty tile that has a spawn symbol or if the tile has spaces
on any space of their choosing, they then place one of their damage dice showing the monsters starting
wound value (shown on the specific Token) face side up on the token and the Spawn card is discarded. If a
valid space is not available the card cannot be played and it is discarded.
Hero Cards  – Similar to the spawn card except the player takes a Hero token and places it on any tile
showing the Ladder symbol, then places one of their damage dice with the Heroes starting wound value
face side up on the token and the Hero card is discarded. If a valid space is not available the card cannot be
played and it is discarded.
Event Cards – The player must follow the instruction on the event card, they happen straight away and

In the diagram to the left, the Blue Tile has just been 
placed lining up the exit with the Green Tile. This 
placement blocks movement from the Red to Blue Tile.

In a previous turn the Yellow Tile was placed connecting 
the exit of the Green Tile, the player used the arrow to 
dictate which way the Tile was placed.



will have various effects. Some cards will instruct the player to draw another card, like the Spell and Relic
Cards.
Spell Cards – These cards represent powerful spells heroes can cast, they must be used as soon as they are
drawn.
Relics Cards – These cards  are the only cards  that  are retained by the player and represent powerful
artefacts that are found by the heroes as they explore the dungeon. A player can only hold an equal amount
of relics as they have Heroes currently in the dungeon. If a relic is drawn and the player already holds their
maximum, the new card is either discarded or can be swapped with one they already hold, which is then
discarded. Relics can be used only when the card instructs it to be used and once used they are removed
from play. Relics that have not been used at the end of the game have a Treasure value which is used for
scoring.

Move
A player must always try and move either a hero or a monster token that is under their control each turn, if
for some reason all of their tokens are blocked from moving they may skip this phase. Tokens move from
one tile to an adjacent tile through the exits, they cannot move through walls or the rubble tile. The Rope
Bridge, River, Lava River and Molten Lava tiles slow movement and have spaces that the token must move
along, one space per Turn. A token can never move into a tile containing another tile unless they can end
their movement in a tile that is empty (i.e. by using the Relic Card Ring of Speed). Some spaces have a burn
icon which deal any token ending its movement on that space 1 damage.

Tile that have Spaces
When a Token is moved by another player (usually by use of a card) the player is free to place the Token
on any space of a tile that has Spaces (i.e.  The Rope Bridge, River, Lava River and Molten Lava tiles), even
those that result in the Token taking damage for a burn Icon, however the damage is still dealt at the end
of that Tokens movement and it may be possible for the player to have moved it before it will take any
damage. 

Example: In the above diagram, the Hero Token moves 1 space and concludes the players movement
phase. The Orc Token on the green space can either move to the red space or the blue space. While the
player of the Goblin Token has just placed the Molten Lava Tile and used the direction of the arrow to
decide which way it should be placed, in the movement phase the goblin can either move onto the red
space of the Molten Lava Tile or move back to the Entrance tile. If the goblin player moves into the lava
tile on its next movement it could move onto the green space, but will suffer 1 damage for the burn icon.



Attack
Players must always try and make an attack each turn, if there are no legal targets available then they must
skip this phase. 

All tokens have an attack value and this is the amount of damage it deals to a token on an adjacent space
where the exits line up, it cannot attack through walls. 

A token can never attack a token of the same colour and controlled by the same player (i.e. a blue hero
cannot attack a blue monster). 

Hero tokens can only attack Monster tokens and Monster tokens can only attack Hero tokens. 

Some of the monsters and cards grant special conditions when attacking, they are.

Goblin has Range – The attack can target a token up to 2 tiles away providing all the exits line up.
Orc has Charge – If the Token has just moved it gains +1 to its attack value.
Troll has Regenerate – Instead of Attacking the Token can restore 1 lost wound.
Dragon has Breath – The Token attacks all adjacent tiles where the exits line up, and tokens in those tiles
suffer the damage, even those belonging to that Tokens Owner.

After a legal attack has been made the player of the target token adjusts the damage dice to show how many
wounds the target has remaining.

If the damage was enough to kill the token the player removes it from the dungeon and the attacking
player is awarded a number of treasure coins equal to the tokens treasure value. 

The attack is now over and the targeted Token does not return any attack back, however if the Token
survived there is nothing to stop it attacking on the players next turn

Example: A Hero attacks an Orc in an adjacent Tile, the Orc has all of its 4 wounds still remaining, the
Orc's player adjusts the Orc's damage dice to show it has 1 remaining wound left, the attack is over. 

Chest Tokens
The event card Treasure Chest instructs the player to place a Treasure Chest token on to any empty tile
that has a Treasure Icon, if one is not present the chest token is not placed and the card is discarded. If one
is available the player takes a Treasure Chest Token and places it on the tile and discards the card. Only
one Treasure Chest Token can be on a tile at any one time. Any Hero token ending its movement on such
a tile removes the Treasure Chest Token and is awarded 5 Treasure Coins.

Door Tokens
When the Event Card Door is drawn, the player takes a Door Token and places it on any tile that does not
already contain a Door Token or a Hero or Monster Token. Now any Token wishing to moving on to
that tile must from an adjacent space where the exits line up (not through walls) spend its movement first
opening the door, the player removes the Door token from the tile.
 
Winning the Game
At any time when a there is only one player left in control of a Hero Token or the last card of the Event
deck is drawn the game ends, all of the players count up their treasures coins, any relics they own but have
not been used and any treasure values of Monsters and Hero Tokens they control still left in the dungeon.
The player with the highest treasure score wins the game.



Tile and Token Anatomy
Many of the tiles have icons which explain certain rule elements that need to be adhered to.

      

      

The  Hero  and Monster  Tokens  each have  3 common  values,  Attack,  Wounds  and Treasure.  Attack
represents the amount of damage they deal during an attack. Wounds is the tokens starting wound value,
which is the number that is placed face up on the damage dice when the token is placed in the dungeon.
Treasure is the value the Token is worth when it is defeated or scored at the end of the game. 

                  
      Token                 Attack              Wound            Treasure
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When a Spawn card is 
drawn the Monster can 
only be placed on Empty 
Tiles containing the 
Spawn Symbol.

When a the Treasure 
Chest Card is drawn the 
Treasure Chest Token 
can only be placed on 
Empty Tiles containing 
the Treasure Symbol.

When a Hero card is 
drawn the Hero can only 
be placed on Empty Tiles 
containing the Ladder 
Symbol.

If a Tile has spaces,  
Tokens move along the 
spaces towards exits rather 
than than from Tile to 
Tile. Some spaces have an 
explosion Icon, if a Token 
ends its movement on this 
space it suffers 1 damage. 


